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Abstract

Evidence supports the dissociation of voluntary and spontaneous routes to past

and future thinking, collectively referred to as mental time travel (MTT). If the

diminished voluntary MTT ability found in autism spectrum disorders (ASD) is

attributable to a deficit in constructive/generative processes not necessary for

spontaneous MTT, ASD traits (Autism Spectrum Quotient score) in a general adult

sample should not be related to total spontaneous thoughts, probability of past or

future thoughts, or probability of specific thoughts during an undemanding vigi-

lance task. Results supported this hypothesis: AQ was not associated with total

spontaneous thoughts and did not significantly predict the other measures. This

is the first study to explore spontaneous MTT in relation to ASD traits, further

supporting the argument that voluntary MTT may be compromised in ASD due to

reliance on constructive/generative processes and reinforcing the notion of dis-

sociable cognitive routes to MTT.

K E YWORD S

autism spectrum, autism spectrum quotient, episodic future thinking, episodic memory, mental
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1 | INTRODUCTION

Mental time travel (MTT) refers to the complex cognitive ability to men-

tally relive past experiences (i.e., episodic autobiographical memory) and

‘pre-live’ potential future experiences (episodic future thinking; Atance &

O'Neill, 2001). Episodic memory retrieval and future simulation are inti-

mately related, both drawing on information stored in long-term mem-

ory (i.e., episodic details) and relying on overlapping cognitive processes

(Atance & O'Neill, 2001; Schacter & Addis, 2007). A plethora of litera-

ture supports this link; for example, amnesic patients unable to recall

their personal past also have difficultly imagining possible future events

(Klein et al., 2002). Additionally, Williams et al. (1996) found participants

who recalled general rather than specific memories were also less

specific when generating future events. However, this approach has

recently been questioned as it fails to account for spontaneous future

thinking (SFT; Cole & Kvavilashvili, 2019). Spontaneous cognitive phe-

nomena, including SFT, have received little attention in comparison to

their voluntary counterparts (but see Cole et al., 2016; Plimpton

et al., 2015; Schlagman & Kvavilashvili, 2008).

In their dual process account, Cole and Kvavilashvili (2021) propose

that future thoughts occur via two alternate routes, each associated

with distinct cognitive processes and functions. Voluntary MTT relies

on deliberate, constructive, and effortful processes (Schacter &

Addis, 2007); while spontaneous MTT relies on automatic processes,

enabling thoughts to come to mind freely, often triggered by internal or

external cues (Cole & Kvavilashvili, 2019, 2021). Cole and Kvavilashvili
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(2021) further suggest that most SFTs consist of previously constructed

event representations, or ‘memories of the future’, retrieved according

to well-established memory processes—thereby explaining their rapid

and subjectively effortless occurrence (see also Berntsen, 2019).

Correspondingly, theoretical approaches to autobiographical

memory converge upon the existence of alternate cognitive routes.

Conway and Pleydell-Pearce (2000), for instance, distinguish between

generative and direct retrieval. Generative retrieval is a top-down pro-

cess involving search, evaluation, and elaboration; whereas direct

retrieval begins with an internal or external cue initiating a relatively

fast, bottom-up process (Conway & Pleydell-Pearce, 2000). Berntsen

(1996) more explicitly contrasts voluntary and involuntary autobio-

graphical memory, the distinction resting on the presence/absence of

deliberate retrieval attempts. Supporting evidence includes higher

proportions of spatiotemporally specific involuntary than voluntary

memories (Berntsen & Hall, 2004; Berntsen & Jacobsen, 2008); and

shorter report latencies for involuntary memories, suggesting less

effort in the retrieval process (Schlagman & Kvavilashvili, 2008; see

also Uzer et al., 2012). Overall, as for future MTT, we can distinguish

between voluntary (intentional, constructive, effortful) and involun-

tary (unintended, automatic, relatively effortless) routes to retrieving

personal memories.

MTT research has expanded into clinical populations such as those

with depression, anxiety disorders and OCD (Cole & Tubbs, 2022;

Gamble et al., 2019; Wu et al., 2015). For example, individuals with

Generalised Anxiety Disorder both struggle to imagine positive future

events and rate imagined negative events as more likely to occur (Wu

et al., 2015). On the other hand, MTT in neurodevelopmental disorders

such as autistic spectrum disorders (ASD) has received less attention.

ASD is defined on the basis of social, interaction and communication

difficulties, and the presence of repetitive and restrictive behaviours

(DSM-5-TR; American Psychiatric Association, 2022), varying along a

continuum of severity (Lord et al., 2018).

A variety of experimental methods have been utilised to explore

voluntary MTT, including autobiographical memory tests, inter-

views, and sentence completion tasks (e.g., Levine & Safer, 2002;

Raes et al., 2007; Williams et al., 1996). These methods converge to

show significant impairments in both past and future MTT in adults

and children with ASD, characterised by lower retrieval rates, longer

latencies and lower specificity/detail (Anger et al., 2019; Chaput

et al., 2013; Ciaramelli et al., 2018; Crane et al., 2012; Goddard

et al., 2007; Lind, Williams, et al., 2014; Marini et al., 2019;

Robinson et al., 2017; Tanweer et al., 2010; Terrett et al., 2013).1 A

recent meta-analysis examined the extent of MTT ability in ASD

across variations in participant characteristics (e.g., language ability)

and the specific tasks/measures used (Ye et al., 2021). The authors

concluded that individuals with ASD exhibited significant reductions

in MTT ability (e.g., lower event specificity) with a medium-to-large

effect size across 31 studies, and extraneous variables did not

account for the observed differences (Ye et al., 2021).

A recent meta-analysis looking at episodic recollection more

generally showed that difficulties in free recall in individuals with

ASD are frequently not present in cued recall or recognition

(Desaunay et al., 2020). This evidence is consistent with the Task

Support Hypothesis (Bowler et al., 1997, 2004), which posits that

individuals with ASD can recall just as much information as neuro-

typicals given an appropriate task context. The benefit of such

‘task support’ in episodic memory retrieval (i.e., use of cued and/or

recognition tasks) may result from greater overlap between these

tasks and semantic long-term representations (Bowler et al., 1997,

2004). Conversely, difficulties in free recall may stem from the

additional cognitive operations and executive demands involved

(Desaunay et al., 2020).

Arguably, a typical autobiographical memory or future thinking

task is especially demanding, in its reliance on processes of scene

construction (i.e., combining disparate sensory-perceptual elements

into a coherent scene; Hassabis & Maguire, 2007), self-projection

(Buckner & Carroll, 2007), and event elaboration (Schacter &

Addis, 2007). Thus, as with episodic recollection more generally

(Desaunay et al., 2020), apparent MTT differences between ASD

and neurotypical groups (Ye et al., 2021) could be a product of

demanding task contexts that do not enable individuals with autism

to demonstrate their underlying capacity to experience past/future

autobiographical events (see also Cooper & Simons, 2019). Given

that access to autobiographical memories and future events also

necessitates use of self-referential information (Cabeza & St

Jacques, 2007), specific ASD-related deficits in self-referential cog-

nition (i.e., relating information from the external world to oneself )

could also be relevant in explaining such differences (Lind &

Bowler, 2010).

Despite substantial evidence on voluntary MTT differences in ASD,

to our knowledge no study has yet explored whether these extend to

spontaneous MTT. Perhaps the most relevant existing study used an

‘eyes-closed rest’ condition to stimulate mind-wandering in adults with

ASD and neurotypical controls, quantifying participants' thought con-

tent and characteristics using rating scales (Simpraga et al., 2021). While

this study did not explicitly target MTT ability or event specificity, the

ASD group reported less control over their thoughts, fewer thoughts

about others, and lower feelings of comfort.

In summary, the reviewed literature supports the notion that

individuals with ASD experience difficulties in deliberately (re)con-

structing past and future events; and that this is not simply a func-

tion of extraneous variables (Ciaramelli et al., 2018; Ye et al., 2021),

but of specific difficulties with the necessary constructive/

generative processes (Ye et al., 2021). Given the proposed dissocia-

tion between voluntary and spontaneous MTT, with spontaneous

not reliant on constructive processes (Cole & Kvavilashvili, 2021), it

is possible that these differences would not hold for spontaneous

thoughts. As a first step towards combining research on spontane-

ous MTT and ASD, we investigated this possibility in a general adult

sample self-reporting continuous trait likelihood of autism using

the Autism Spectrum Quotient (AQ; Baron-Cohen et al., 2001).2 To

our knowledge, this is the first study to explore MTT according to

autistic traits in a non-clinical sample.

To formalise our hypothesis, there should be no association

between AQ score and either total spontaneous thought frequency,
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or the probability of past/future thoughts, in an online vigilance task

(Cole et al., 2016). We also examined the spatiotemporal specificity of

spontaneous thoughts (cf. Tanweer et al., 2010). Again, if the typical

MTT deficit in autism reflects problems with effortful constructive

processes, we should find no association between AQ score and spe-

cific thought probability.

2 | METHOD

2.1 | Participants

Participants comprised psychology undergraduates at York St John

University alongside respondents to social media (e.g., Twitter)

adverts. Students received course credits for participation; others

participated voluntarily without incentives. The total sample of

80 individuals comprised 57 females, 16 males, and 6 reporting

other gender identities (one participant's gender was not

recorded), with a mean age of 21.4 (SD = 6.49) years. There were

no a priori exclusion criteria.

2.2 | Design

The study utilised a mixed models design, with variables defined at

item (i.e., thought) and cluster (i.e., participant) levels. Besides age

and gender, participant-level variables were total AQ score (Baron-

Cohen et al., 2001) and total spontaneous thoughts captured dur-

ing an online vigilance task (see Materials). Thought-level variables

comprised two dummy variables representing temporal orientation

(past vs. all others, future vs. all others) and one representing spec-

ificity (specific, not specific). In this context, past and future cate-

gories distinguish involuntary memories and SFTs, respectively

(Berntsen & Jacobsen, 2008); specificity distinguishes thoughts

referring to specific, episodic events from more general/semantic

thoughts (Berntsen & Hall, 2004).

2.3 | Materials

2.3.1 | Autism spectrum quotient

The AQ (Baron-Cohen et al., 2001) is a self-report instrument

assessing trait likelihood of ASD in the general adult population.

It consists of 50 statements, rated on a 4-point Likert scale (defi-

nitely agree, slightly agree, slightly disagree, and definitely disagree).

The statements cover five areas: social skills, communication

skills, imagination, attention to detail, and attention switching/

tolerance of change. Half the items (e.g., ‘I prefer to do things

the same way over and over again’) are positively scored, with

slightly/definitely agree to add one point (and ‘disagree’
responses disregarded). The other half (e.g., ‘It does not upset

me if my daily routine is disturbed’) are reverse scored so that

‘disagree’ responses add one point (‘agree’ responses are disre-

garded). Total scores therefore range from 0 (minimal trait likeli-

hood) to 50 (highest trait likelihood). Psychometric evaluation

has shown good test/re-test reliability and internal consistency

(α > .80, Baron-Cohen et al., 2001; Stevenson & Hart, 2017). For

the present study, AQ score was treated as a continuum to max-

imise statistical robustness.

2.3.2 | Vigilance task

The paradigm used here was originally developed by Schlagman and

Kvavilashvili (2008) to capture involuntary memories and subse-

quently adapted for SFTs (Cole et al., 2016). As in Cole et al. (2016),

the present study elicited spontaneous thoughts via the self-caught

method where participants are encouraged to pause the task when-

ever a spontaneous thought comes to mind.3 The task consisted of

30 practice trials and 600 main trials, each of 1.5 s duration, displaying

either horizontal or vertical lines. Participants were tasked with

detecting occasional (vertical) target stimuli among a monotonous

stream of (horizontal) non-target stimuli, pressing ‘spacebar’ on their

computer keyboard in response (21 times, pseudo-randomly through-

out the task; every 25–30 trials). Task duration was around 20 min.

During the main experimental block, participants were asked to

press ‘S’, pausing the task, whenever a spontaneous thought came

to mind. On each occasion, they were asked to write a brief description

of the thought and determine whether it related to the past, future, pre-

sent, or was atemporal (i.e., not located in time). Finally, participants

indicated whether the thought was specific: ‘Does this thought refer to
a particular situation on a particular day in your past or future?’
(yes/no).4 They then pressed spacebar to return to the task.

2.4 | Procedure

Participants completed the study online via the Gorilla platform

(www.gorilla.sc; Anwyl-Irvine et al., 2020). After providing informed

consent, participants completed the AQ questionnaire before moving

onto the vigilance task. After this, the experiment ended and partici-

pants were presented with a debriefing sheet outlining full study aims.

3 | RESULTS

3.1 | Descriptive statistics and preliminary analysis

Mean total AQ score was 23.8 (SD = 8.5, range 4–42), with scores on

this variable being normally distributed (S = 0.004, SE = 0.27,

z = 0.01, p > .50). Participants reported an average of 6.9 spontane-

ous thoughts (SD = 11.3); this distribution was positively skewed

(S = 5.32, SE = 0.27, z = 19.4, p < .001), motivating the use of a non-

parametric correlation coefficient (Kendall's τ) below. Table 1 gives a

breakdown of spontaneous thought frequency for the whole sample,
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according to temporal orientation (past, present/atemporal, future)

and specificity (specific, not specific).

First, we computed Kendall's τ between total AQ score and over-

all spontaneous thoughts and used Bayesian inference to test the

directional hypothesis of a negative association. Results showed a

near-zero positive correlation (τ(80) = .06) and strong evidence for the

null hypothesis (no association) over the possibility of a negative asso-

ciation (BF01 = 11.8, 95% credible interval [�.130, �.002]).

3.2 | Mixed logistic regression analyses

We next computed three mixed logistic regression analyses on differ-

ent outcome probabilities at the thought level. Since the odds of a

given thought being past, specific, and so forth were indeterminate

for participants reporting zero spontaneous thoughts (n = 19), these

individuals were excluded. Importantly, however, they did not differ

from included participants (n = 61) in total AQ score (t(78) = 0.743,

p = .46), age (t(77) = �1.16, p = .25), or gender (χ2(2) = 2.51, p = .29).

The first analysis predicted the odds of ‘past’ responses (regard-

less of specificity) based on total AQ score (with random intercepts

per participant). This yielded a non-significant effect of AQ score

(χ2(1) = 0.24, p = .63), with the accompanying odds ratio (exp(B)

= 0.991, 95% CI [0.957, 1.027]) equating to an average reduction of

<1% in the relative probability of past spontaneous thoughts per point

increase in AQ score. An equivalent analysis predicting the odds of

future spontaneous thoughts (regardless of specificity) also yielded a

non-significant effect of AQ score (χ2(1) = 0.58, p = .45), with the

odds ratio (exp(B) = 0.987, 95% CI [0.954, 1.021]) suggesting an aver-

age reduction of �1% in relative probability per point increase in

AQ. Thus, the odds of engaging in spontaneous mental time travel

(as opposed to present/atemporal thinking) were not significantly

related to participants' AQ score.

Finally, we analysed the odds of specific spontaneous thoughts.

Predictors comprised AQ score, past orientation, future orientation,

and the interaction effects AQ*past and AQ*future (plus a random

intercept term). Results showed a non-significant effect of AQ score

(χ2(1) = 0.11, p = .74), with the odds ratio (exp(B) = 1.008, 95% CI

[0.962, 1.060]) indicating that higher-AQ participants were no less

likely to report specific thoughts. There were also significant effects

of past (χ2(1) = 55.96, p < .001) and future orientation (χ2(1) = 64.21,

p < .001), indicating that these were much more likely to be tagged as

specific than were present/atemporal thoughts (unsurprising given

the provided definition of specificity; see Method). Finally, both

interaction effects were non-significant (χ2(1) < 0.20, p > .60), indicat-

ing that the high level of specificity among past/future thoughts was

not dependent on AQ score.

4 | DISCUSSION

The present study aimed to contribute to understanding of spontane-

ous MTT by exploring the effects of autistic trait likelihood (AQ;

Baron-Cohen et al., 2001) on spontaneous thoughts during an online

vigilance task (Cole et al., 2016; Plimpton et al., 2015; Vannucci

et al., 2017). In combining two areas of research with little existing

overlap, we aimed to stimulate further, focussed research on different

forms of MTT across the autistic spectrum, including in those with a

formal diagnosis.

Existing literature argues for a dissociation between voluntary

and spontaneous processes in MTT (Berntsen & Jacobsen, 2008;

Cole & Kvavilashvili, 2021). The diminished capacity for voluntary

MTT seen in individuals with autism (e.g., Ciaramelli et al., 2018;

Tanweer et al., 2010; meta-analysis by Ye et al., 2021) has been

ascribed to difficulties with constructive processing required to delib-

erately generate past and, perhaps especially, future events (Addis

et al., 2007; Schacter & Addis, 2007). Hence, given the lack of con-

structive processes involved in spontaneous MTT, we expected to

find no significant associations between AQ score and spontaneous

thought frequency, past/future probability, or thought specificity, in

the vigilance task.

Results from a general adult sample supported the dissociated-

processes view articulated above. Bayesian inference provided strong

evidence against a negative association between AQ score and spon-

taneous thought frequency, indicating that the negative relationship

between autistic characteristics and the extent/quality of MTT docu-

mented in clinical samples (Ciaramelli et al., 2018; Ye et al., 2021) may

be limited to voluntary task contexts. Moreover, logistic regression

produced no evidence that AQ score predicted the occurrence of

past/future (as opposed to present/atemporal) thoughts. This indi-

cates that individuals with a high trait likelihood of autism were no

less likely than others to experience spontaneous thoughts of a partic-

ular temporal orientation. Finally, we found no evidence that AQ

score predicted the probability of specific thoughts. Overall, then,

findings align closely with our a priori hypothesis: There should be no

evidence of diminished spontaneous MTT ability according to autistic

trait likelihood.

The lack of differences in spontaneous MTT according to AQ

score complements the established notion that a deficit in con-

structive/generative processes underlies diminished voluntary

MTT ability in the context of autistic characteristics (including in

diagnosed individuals; Ciaramelli et al., 2018; Ye et al., 2021). We

agree that the distinction does not lie in encoding or maintenance

(Berntsen, 2010), as if it did, participants would struggle to pro-

duce episodic events through either route as the relevant informa-

tion would not be available. Rather, the increased facility and

faster latencies generally observed for involuntary memories

TABLE 1 Spontaneous thought frequency by temporal
orientation and specificity.

Past Present/atemporal Future Total

Specific 86 95 115 296

Not Specific 29 192 35 256

Total 115 287 150 552
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(e.g., Berntsen & Hall, 2004; Berntsen & Jacobsen, 2008; Uzer

et al., 2012) reflect a difference in retrieval processes; hence,

autism-related difficulties in voluntary MTT are attributable to a

limited ability to access episodic information when it is called upon

deliberately (i.e., a generative retrieval process; Conway &

Pleydell-Pearce, 2000). In contrast, a task in which thoughts are

sampled as they spontaneously occur requires no deliberate

retrieval attempts (Berntsen, 1996, 2019) and is consequently

insensitive to the presence of autistic traits, as demonstrated here.

Thus, the present results make an important contribution to the

broader literature on MTT in autism by reinforcing the importance

of task context when drawing inferences about underlying MTT

experience in specific populations.

Interestingly, at least two studies using ostensibly ‘voluntary’
tasks with autistic and non-autistic participants have found results

comparable with the present study (Coutelle et al., 2021; Crane

et al., 2013). Crane et al. (2013) found no significant differences in the

number of episodic memories and future thoughts produced between

groups using a sentence completion task. This is pertinent to the pre-

sent argument as this type of task is often treated as more implicit, or

even ‘spontaneous’, compared to traditional cue-word paradigms

(Anderson et al., 2016; Anderson & Dewhurst, 2009). Potentially, pro-

viding a sentence stem decreases reliance on effortful constructive

processes such that individuals with ASD can produce past and future

events with equal fluency and specificity as controls (Crane

et al., 2013), which would support the Task Support Hypothesis

(Bowler et al., 1997). Interestingly, Anger et al. (2019) found providing

visual cues increased the production of both past and future episodic

autobiographical events in ASD. Therefore, the present study could

be followed up in a multi-method study, with either a clinical or

broader population sample, to compare sentence completion directly

with traditional voluntary and spontaneous (e.g., vigilance task) elicita-

tion of MTT, and incorporate the use of visual cues, offering new

methodological opportunities for research within ASD.

Of course, the study is not without limitations. First, the sample

was taken from a non-clinical population. It is plausible that replication

in a sample of ASD-diagnosed individuals would yield different results,

and this is a direction we would be keen to see followed in subse-

quent literature (cf. suggestions by Skewes et al., 2020). Given the

present findings and theoretical context, however, we would antici-

pate similar null results (see also discussion of Crane et al., 2013).

Second, we did not screen for existing developmental disorders like

attention deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD), which is a common co-

morbidity in those with autism (Hours et al., 2022) and also prevalent in

the general population (Asherson et al., 2022). There is a possibility that

such factors could have influenced results, given the attentional control

dynamics involved in dual-task studies (see Randall et al., 2014). This is

particularly relevant in a non-controlled environment (i.e., online studies

conducted outside the lab; Clayton McClure, 2022). As expected, given

the freedom to complete the study in a location and context of their

choosing, participants often reported external distractions (Unsworth &

McMillan, 2014) rather than ‘true’ spontaneous thoughts. Despite the

option to categorise these as ‘present’ thoughts, it is possible that our

results do not reflect the full range of spontaneous MTT observed in a

laboratory setting.

Finally, different versions of the vigilance task paradigm could be

explored in the context of ASD/autistic traits. For instance, instead of

having participants freely report their spontaneous thoughts, they

could be periodically stopped and prompted to report any momentary

task-unrelated thoughts (i.e., the probe-caught method; Smallwood &

Schooler, 2015). This is thought to rely less on meta-awareness of

one's own mental contents (Schooler et al., 2011) and has been found

to produce quantitative and qualitative differences in the resulting mix

of responses compared with having participants monitor their ongoing

thoughts (Barzykowski & Staugaard, 2018). It is possible that, lacking

the requirement to self-monitor, the probe-caught vigilance task would

be preferable for use in non-neurotypical populations where this might

itself pose a barrier (e.g., those with a diagnosis of ASD, ADHD, etc.).

In conclusion, the present study aimed to contribute to our under-

standing of spontaneous MTT through examining its relationship with

autism spectrum traits. In an online vigilance task, we found no evi-

dence that autistic trait likelihood was associated either with total spon-

taneous thought frequency or the odds of past, future, or

spatiotemporally specific instances of MTT. This is in contrast with the

voluntary MTT literature, which indicates lower frequency and reduced

event specificity in cases of diagnosed ASD. Beyond their applied value,

these findings support the existence of two dissociable routes involved

in MTT (Cole & Kvavilashvili, 2021). We hope that our research ignites

further exploration of voluntary/spontaneous MTT in relation to autistic

traits, as well as in formally diagnosed clinical populations.
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ENDNOTES
1 Two papers, by Crane et al. (2013) and Coutelle et al. (2021), failed to

replicate these typical findings.
2 Some authors have reasonably questioned the assumption that high-AQ

individuals adequately approximate formally diagnosed samples

(e.g., Lord et al., 2018). We are therefore careful not to overgeneralise

our findings. It is worth noting that recent studies have profitably used

the AQ to reveal cognitive differences, for example, in visual attention

skills, which could then be examined in clinically defined samples

(Skewes et al., 2020; Zhang et al., 2020).
3 Instruction text used: ‘Spontaneous thoughts refer to events in your

future or memories/events in your past, near or distant, that come to

mind involuntarily without you choosing to bring them to mind’.
4 Typical examples from the data include ‘remembering a conversation

from earlier today’ (specific past) and ‘I have to do laundry tomorrow’
(specific future).
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